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The mid-height switch on the Helping Hand and Right Hand control the auto grip feature.  
This ensures that the gripper fingers hold tightly onto the container during the dumping 
sequence, and the grippers do not contact the body when raining the arm.  The mid-
height switch is located inside the inner arm slide on the Expert Helping Hand, and on the 
forward side of the arm on the Right Hand. 

    
On the Expert Helping Hand, the mid height limit switch is activated by a welded track on 
the pivot of the lifting arm that the limit switch roller rides on.  To adjust the mid-height limit 
switch, loosen the 4 bolts on the bottom of the arm slide that locates the switch.  These 4 
holes are elongated to allow the switch to be moved closer or further from the lift arm 
pivot.  The switch should be adjusted to allow the plunger of the limit switch to be 
depressed when the lift arm is down, but fully extended when the plunger rides off of the 
welded track as the arm is raised.  If the switch is not depressed enough in the arm 
lowered position, the grippers may close without control input; the grippers should 
automatically close only as the arm raises. 
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The Right Hand mid-height limit switch is located on the lower right side of the outer mast, 
not to be confused with the upper limit switch that controls the hopper camera trigger.  
The limit switch uses a roller lever arm that contacts a bracket bolted to the bottom of 
the clamp pivot. 

Bottom switch  – when 
tripped, allows gripper open 

function

When Untripped, cuts out 
gripper open function, and 

autocloses gripper.

Top switch  - when tripped, 
switches cameras and 

activates top cushion (option).

Arm limit switches

 
 
This switch is wired to be normally closed, so with the arm in the resting position, the 
bracket from the clamp pivot is pushing the roller, opening the circuit of the limit switch, 
and as the arm is raised, the bracket rises off the limit switch roller, closing the circuit and 
activating the auto grip function. 
 
The adjustment of the Right Hand auto-close limit switch is to ensure the roller of the limit 
switch is pushed when the bracket comes down over the limit switch; when the bracket 
rises the roller comes off the bracket, which closes the gripper fingers before contact is 
made between the gripper fingers and the body. 
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Please contact LabriePlus at (800) 231-2771 with any questions or for further information. 
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